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AN EXCLUSIVE FIRST LOOK
at 2018’s design trends, colors, and more!

1

COLOR PALETTE
A

dramatically provocative and thoughtful purple shade,
PANTONE 18-3838 Ultra Violet communicates originality,
ingenuity, and visionary thinking that points us toward the
future, and evokes the greater wonder of the natural world.

“

The Pantone Color of
the Year has come to
mean so much more
than ‘what’s trending’
in the world of design;
it’s truly a reflection of
what’s needed in our
world today.”
Laurie Pressman, PANTONE

Pantone highlights
1 This color energizes communities & inspires

human connection (akin to last year’s Greenery)

2 Designers & brands should feel empowered
to use color to inspire & influence

3 Complex and contemplative, Ultra Violet

suggests the mysteries of the cosmos and the
discoveries beyond where we are now

2

FLORALS
W

hile green living walls will continue to be a longterm trend, 2018 will see new popularity of something
else botanic: florals. Try thinking outside the box on this
one. Take that greenery beyond the wall... hang it! Floral
chandeliers, anyone? Introduce florals in a new way this
year. Traditional floral patterning is also making a comeback.
Not just events: floral
chandeliers are popular
for events like weddings,
but it’s time to break
tradition and put these
arrangements in a
corporate oﬃce, hotel
lobby, etc.

3

WABI SABI
W

abi Sabi is quickly becoming the hottest new trend
for 2018. It is a Japanese aesthetic for the imperfect or
impermanent. It’s about simplicity, transcience, and living
in tune with nature. Beauty is found in authenticity and
meaning. Wrinkled linen sheets, hand-thrown pottery, or
a wooden coﬀee table showing it’s knots. Hues are natural
and earthy, and plants, natural light, and simple decor are at
the core.

4

MINDFULNESS
Rocks, water,
plants, and natural
light help curate a
peaceful place to
meditate or relax.

D

esigning a space with mindfulness will be key in 2018.
With themes like self-care, meditation, and healthy living at
the forefront, designing to stimulate the senses and calm
negative energy is important. One great way to do this is
by introducing water features or small meditation areas
in an indoor garden or quiet area. Businesses: showing
that you have your employee and customer health in mind
by providing curated relaxation areas will highlight your
mindfullness.

5

JUNGLE FEVER
H

ouseplants continue to
be increasingly popular,
and this extends beyond
the home. Storefronts,
corporate offices, airports,
tv show sets, etc. continue
to add more and more
plants to their decor. This
is part of an ongoing (longterm) innate need we have
as humans to reconnect/
stay connected to nature
and the natural world.

Popular Plants:
Rattlesnake Calathea
Monsterra
Air Plants
Haworthia Zebra

6

70s CHIC

TIPS:
Get the look-macrame
plant hangers,
velvet sofas,
wall tapestries,
wicker furniture,
shag pile rugs,
moroccan
poufs, and lots
of plants!

t

he 70’s are back! Or at least in terms
of interior design. Mid-century modern
continues to be popular and is overflowing
in the shape of sofas, rugs, lamps, plant
containers and more.
It’s about bringing back the vibe of this time
period, but with a modern, minimalist flair.
Combine it with the previously mentioned
Wabi Sabi and mindfullness styles, for a truly
2018 look. You want to create the perfect
cocktail of modern + nostalgia.
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